Face perception in humans is mediated by activation in a network of brain areas. Conventional univariate fMRI data analysis has not localized differential responses to viewing male as compared with viewing female faces within this network. We tested whether we could detect neural response patterns specific to viewing male vs. female faces in 40 participants. Replicating earlier work, face stimuli evoked activation in the core (inferior occipital gyrus, IOG; fusiform gyrus, FG; and superior temporal sulcus, STS), as well as extended (amygdala, inferior frontal gyrus, IFG; insula, INS; and orbitofrontal cortex, OFC) regions of the face network. Multivariate pattern classification of activity within these regions revealed successful decoding of gender information, significantly above chance, in the IOG, FG, STS, IFG, INS, and OFC, but not in the amygdala. Multiple control regions indicated that this result might be restricted to faceresponsive regions. Our findings suggest that gender information is distributed across the face network and is represented in the core regions that process invariant facial features, as well as the extended regions that process changeable aspects of faces.
Although gender discrimination is an automatic and effortless aspect of face perception, conventional fMRI data analyses have not yet identified regions specialized for the discrimination of facial gender. An early positron emission tomography (PET) study reported that gender categorization activated a posterior region in extrastriate cortex, whereas face identification activated the FG and anterior regions in temporal cortex (Sergent et al., 1992) , however perception of male faces was not compared with that of female faces. Adaptation to the gender and race of faces can be observed in the cingulate gyrus, but only weak adaptation effects are seen in the core face system (Ng et al., 2006) . Moreover, there is no evidence for differential activation associated with facial gender across the core or extended face networks; rather, any gender-specific differences are modulated by the sexual preference of the participants (Kranz and Ishai, 2006) . Furthermore, a recent study reported no effect of male vs. female faces in most areas of the core and extended face network during both encoding and recognition of face stimuli, except for a weak effect in the insula and amygdala during encoding, which was attributed to the emotional character of the face-stimuli (Ino et al., 2010) .
As previous studies that failed to demonstrate gender-specific activation used conventional univariate fMRI data analyses, we hypothesized that using multivariate pattern analysis (Haynes and Rees, 2005; Kamitani and Tong, 2005) might enable us to decode gender-specific patterns of activation in the human brain. We therefore re-analyzed data from the Kranz and Ishai (2006) study, as it offered a particularly rich dataset of 40 participants (hetero-and homosexual men and women) who viewed male and female faces and rated their attractiveness. We used a sparse logistic regression
IntroductIon
Face perception, a highly developed visual skill in humans, is mediated by activation in a distributed neural system that encompasses "core" regions in the visual cortex, and "extended" limbic and prefrontal regions Ishai et al., 2005) . The core system includes the fusiform gyrus (FG, also called "FFA") and the inferior occipital gyrus (IOG, also called "OFA") that process the identification of individuals (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Ishai et al., 1999; Grill-Spector et al., 2004) ; and the superior temporal sulcus (STS), where gaze direction and speech-related movements are processed (Puce et al., 1998; Hoffman and Haxby, 2000) . The extended system includes the amygdala (AMG) and insula (INS), where facial expressions are processed (Phillips et al., 1997; Ishai et al., 2004) ; the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), where semantic aspects are processed (Leveroni et al., 2000; Ishai et al., 2002) ; and regions of the reward circuitry, including the nucleus accumbens and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), where the assessment of facial beauty and sexual relevance is processed (Aharon et al., 2001; O'Doherty et al., 2003; Kranz and Ishai, 2006; Ishai, 2007) . It has been recently suggested that neural activation and effective connectivity in regions of the core and extended networks are stimulus-and task-dependent (Fairhall and Ishai, 2007; Ishai, 2008) . Furthermore, activation in these face-selective regions is modulated by cognitive factors such as expertise, attention, visual imagery, and emotion (Gauthier et al., 1999; Ishai et al., 2000 Ishai et al., , 2002 Vuilleumier et al., 2001) . It is currently unknown, however, whether the gender of a face is represented within the face network and whether or not this representation is localized to a specific region.
The gender of face stimuli is represented in multiple regions in the human brain of view = 220 mm, acquisition matrix = 224 × 224, reconstructed voxel size = 0.9 mm × 0.9 mm × 0.75 mm). These high-resolution anatomical images provided detailed anatomical information for the region of interest (ROI) analysis.
data analysIs

Data preprocessing
The data were preprocessed using Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8) 2 . The first five volumes of each fMRI scan were discarded to allow for magnetic saturation effects. The remaining functional images volumes were realigned to the first image, then the structural scan of each participant was co-registered to their functional data. Functional data were not spatially smoothed.
tIme-course analysIs, unIvarIate analysIs, and roI localIzatIon
To compute the percent signal change in the time-course analysis, we used the mean raw activation of the realigned time-course correcting only for slow signal drift typical in fMRI scanning by high-pass filtering (cut-off -128 s). Each session was scaled by its mean activity. This linear transformation was repeated for each ROI and each participant separately. The resulting time series was then sorted in each ROI for activity during male and female face blocks and scrambled face blocks (Figure 2) .
We used SPM8 2 to perform a within-participant analysis, with a voxel-wise general linear model (GLM) that comprised three delayed boxcar waveforms representing the three experimental conditions: male faces, female faces, and scrambled faces. The fMRI time series were high-pass filtered (cut-off -128 s) and global changes in activity were removed by proportional scaling of each session. We then computed the contrast of all faces vs. all scrambled faces. Note that for each participant this contrast contains a balanced number of blocks with the same number of male and female faces and is thus orthogonal to the experimental question of this study.
To identify the different areas of the core and extended systems of the face network, we overlaid the contrast of all faces vs. all scrambled faces at a FWE-corrected level of significance of P < 0.05 onto each individual participants structural image (Figure 1) . On the basis of this contrast, all seven regions of the core and extended network, namely the FG, IOG, posterior STS, AMG, INS, IFG, and medial OFC (mOFC) were identified. ROIs were only defined for those regions that displayed activity over the threshold at FWE-correction threshold of P < 0.05. The peak of the activation defined the center of the sphere-shaped ROI, and a sphere with 12-mm diameter was used for all ROIs. Given the similar patterns of activation in both hemispheres, all bilateral ROIs were collapsed across hemispheres resulting in one corresponding ROI per face-responsive region.
In addition to the face-responsive ROIs, size-matched, non-faceresponsive control regions were anatomically defined. The first control region comprised gray matter of the medial mid-cingulate closely matching the definition of the cingulate gyrus (CG) from Ng et al. (2006) . The second control region (CTR2) represented non-cortical white matter of the corpus callosum. The third control region (CTR3) was defined bilaterally on the dorsal surface of the parietal cortex, superior to the parieto-occipital fissure. Finally, (SLR) algorithm (Yamashita et al., 2008) to identify brain areas containing differential spatial activity patterns during the perception of male, as compared with the perception of female faces. To that end, we examined activity within the core and extended regions of the face network. We then compared results from face-responsive regions with results from various control regions in the cingulate gyrus, parietal, and early visual cortex.
materIals and methods
Detailed information about stimuli, tasks, and fMRI data acquisition were described in (Kranz and Ishai, 2006 ). Below we provide information about the new multivariate pattern analyses.
PartIcIPants
Forty normal, right-handed participants (mean age 26 ± 3 years, 10 subjects in each of four groups, hetero-and homosexual men and women) with normal vision participated in the study. All participants gave informed written consent for the procedure in accordance with protocols approved by the University Hospital of Zurich. Participants were classified as hetero-or homosexuals based on their self-report in a modified version of the Sell (1996) questionnaire.
stImulI and task
Stimuli were displayed using Presentation 1 and projected with a magnetically shielded LCD video projector onto a translucent screen placed at the feet of the participant. Participants viewed grayscale photographs of faces (three runs) and rated facial attractiveness (five runs). In each run, two epochs of male and two epochs of female faces (30 s each) alternated with epochs of phase-scrambled faces (21 s in viewing, 12 s in attractiveness rating). During an epoch each stimulus was presented for 3 s, with no blank periods between the stimuli. In total, during the viewing condition, 60 male and 60 female faces were presented. During the rating of facial attractiveness, 100 male and 100 female faces were presented. Stimuli included unfamiliar, famous, and emotional (fearful and happy) faces. The order of runs was randomized across participants. Importantly, each run included an equal number of male and female faces. As participants were not instructed to pay attention to the facial gender, any gender processing was implicit during the two tasks. Figure 1 (top) shows examples of the face-stimuli used in the study.
data acquIsItIon
Participants laid supine in a 3T Philips Intera whole-body MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) equipped with a transmit-receive body coil and a commercial eight-element head receiver array (MRI Devices Corporation, Waukesha, WI, USA). Changes in the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) MRI signal were measured with the sensitivity-encoded gradient-echo echoplanar sequence (35 axial slices, TR = 3000 ms, TE = 35 ms, flip angle = 82°, field of view = 220 mm, acquisition matrix = 80 × 80, reconstructed voxel size = 1.72 mm × 1.72 mm × 4 mm, SENSE (Pruessmann et al., 1999) acceleration factor R = 2). High-resolution, spoiled gradient-recalled echo structural images were collected in the same session (180 axial slices, TR = 20 ms, TE = 2.3 ms, field Classification accuracies were averaged across the eight crossvalidations for each ROI in each observer data assignments. Thus, for each observer this procedure yielded exactly one prediction accuracy per ROI, i.e., 40 observations per ROI. We tested for a significant difference from chance (two categories = 50% chance) with a Student's one-sample t-test, applying Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons across all ROIs examined (11 ROIs, Figures 3A,B , black and dark gray bars). Where Bonferronicorrected P-values were greater than P = 0.05, they are simply reported as not significant (n.s.) except when trending toward significance. Second, we tested for a statistical significant difference against a second null hypothesis of chance performance as defined by the mean of the distribution of classification accuracy within control regions CTR2 and CTR3 with a paired-sample t-test, again Bonferroni correcting the result for multiple comparisons (seven ROIs, Figure 3B , medium gray bars). We also examined lateralization effects in FG and IOG, left and right hemisphere separately, again with a Student's one-sample t-test against chance (Bonferroni corrected for four ROIs) and between left and right hemispheres with two paired t-tests (left vs. right × FG and IOG, Bonferroni corrected for four ROIs). Finally, we tested for statistically significant different classification results comparing face-network ROIs with a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
In addition to the classification results in control ROIs, multiple control analyses were performed. First, for each ROI, we calculated the mean of each volume as an estimate of the average BOLD signal within a given ROI without its pattern information. We then repeated our multivariate analysis with these values, reasoning that classification should be successful if univariate activity differences between blocks of male and female faces contributed to the overall decoding result. As before, Bonferroni correction was applied for multiple comparisons across all ROIs examined (11 ROIs, Figure 3C , light gray bars).
Finally, in order to evaluate the probability that the classification was driven by over-fitting of arbitrary patterns of spatial correlations in the data, we carried out a shuffle-control test (Mur et al., 2009) . If the assumption that classification is driven by chance were true, similar results should be obtained if labels indicating the experimental condition for each example vector were shuffled randomly. To test this, we ran a separate analysis where labels of the test examples were re-shuffled for each round of the crossvalidation procedure. The resulting distribution of classification accuracy characterized the expected distribution of accuracy under null hypothesis.
results unIvarIate analyses
We identified regions of the core and extended systems of the face network by overlaying the contrast of all faces vs. all scrambled faces at FWE = 0.05 onto the structural MRI of each individual participant. Figure 1 shows the location of all face-responsive regions in one representative individual. Additionally, we anatomically defined four size-matched control ROIs for each participant: CG comprised the gray matter of the medial mid-cingulate; CTR2 represented non-cortical white matter of the corpus callosum; and CTR3 a gray matter region in the parietal cortex. Finally, the fourth control region (OP) comprised the occipital medial sections of the we selected a fourth control region (occipital pole, OP) in early visual cortex that comprised a region slightly anterior of both OPs, medially, which covered the occipital medial sections of the calcarine sulcus of both hemispheres. We hypothesized that CG would only show significant classification of facial gender under the alternate hypothesis that the cingulate gyrus contains genderspecific information. CTR2 and CTR3 represented negative (white and gray matter) control regions that were not expected to show any classification accuracy for facial gender, therefore controlling for any non-specific artifacts (i.e., general increase of blood-flow). Finally, we included early visual cortex (OP) to investigate the possibility that successful discrimination of facial gender in higher visual areas might be due to different low-level image characteristics represented in early visual cortex.
Multivariate pattern classification
Unsmoothed, realigned fMRI data from the eight experimental runs were adjusted for the lag in hemodynamic response function by shifting all block-onset timings by three volumes. Then, data were transformed into "example vectors" for the classifier (Pereira et al., 2009 ). The 10 volumes of each block resulted in 10 example vectors, containing each voxel in the ROI. The resulting example vectors were concatenated to form a matrix whose rows and columns corresponded to category examples (male or female) and voxels in the ROI, respectively. Data from each voxel (i.e., each column of the matrix) were then z-normalized to have zero mean and unit variance. The resulting matrix, together with a label for each row indicating the stimulus condition was taken to the next stage.
To determine classification accuracy, only classification with unseen and independent test data was considered. Thus, test data sets in different iterations were always independent of the training data sets used. We used a leave-one-out cross-validation method to evaluate the classification accuracy (Mur et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2009) . Because the data were obtained in eight separate independent runs consisting of 20 volumes of each category, each test and training set consisted of 40 and 280 examples, respectively.
Pattern classification was performed using a SLR algorithm (Yamashita et al., 2008) . SLR is a Bayesian extension of logistic regression that combines an innovative strategy for adaptive, yet unbiased voxel selection with the conventional linear discriminant analysis. Within every iteration of the cross-validation SLR carried out a number of nested cross-validations inside the training set: the training set was divided randomly in two sections of specified proportion; for a randomly selected subset of the voxels, the linear classifier was trained with one section of the data and tested with the other and the selected voxels were weighted proportional to the accuracy of this classification. This procedure was carried out 500 times and the voxels accumulated weights. At the end of the nested cross-validation, the assigned weight of each voxel was taken as a relevance factor indicating how informative the voxel was for classification. Voxels with the highest relevance were then selected for the actual classification. Table A3 in Appendix illustrates the number of voxels chosen for each ROI. Importantly, this voxel selection algorithm depended entirely on the training set and was completely ignorant about and independent of the test set. The training and test data from the selected voxels were then passed on to a conventional linear classifier (Yamashita et al., 2008) . accuracy, we repeated the analysis in the FG and IOG separately for each hemisphere. Right and left IOG and the left FG successfully predicted facial gender at similar levels to that seen when analyzed together [IOG right: 54.5%, t(39) = 5.5, P < 0.001; IOG left: 54.1%, t(37) = 5.5, P < 0.001; FG right: 52.6%, t(38) = 3.8, P < 0.01; FG left: 53.8%, t(38) = 6.7, P < 0.001]. Importantly, there were no significant differences comparing classification accuracies of left and right IOG and FG across all participants [paired t-test left vs. right: FG: t(37) = −1.3, n.s.; IOG: t(37) = 0.25, n.s.].
control analyses
A number of control analyses were performed. First, we attempted to classify facial gender from activity patterns in control ROIs ( Figure 3B) . Encouraged by an earlier study reporting weak facial gender adaptation effects in the cingulate gyrus (area CG, Ng et al., 2006) we tested male vs. female prediction accuracy in CG. However, this region did not show prediction significantly better than chance [CG: 51.5%, t(34) = 2, n.s.]. In CTR2 and CTR3 classification performance also did not differ from chance [CTR2: 50.9%, t(34) = 1.2, n.s.; CTR3: 51.1%, t(39) = 1.4, n.s.].
We further evaluated whether facial gender could be predicted from patterns of activity in early visual cortex. Classification performance was not significantly different from chance but showed a weak trend toward significance [ Figure 3B ; OP: 51.6%, t(39) = 2.9, P = 0.061]. To further evaluate this trend, we increased the size of the OP-ROI to a 15-mm diameter sphere and repeated the analysis. Using this much bigger ROI, classification was slightly more accurate and, importantly, significantly different from chance [15-mm-OP: 52.6%, t(39) = 3.9, P < 0.05]. This result suggests that, given a very large number of voxels from early visual cortex and secondary visual areas, pictures of male vs. female faces were sufficiently different to produce some differences in the local spatial pattern of brain activity within these areas (as mentioned above, the hair was not removed, see Figure 1 ). Yet, this size-dependent result suggests that successful classification accuracy in face-selective regions was not driven merely by low-level properties of the faces.
We also examined statistical significance against a second null hypothesis of chance performance as defined by the mean of the distribution of classification accuracy in control areas CTR2 and calcarine sulcus of both hemispheres. Figure 2 shows the mean time-course for all ROIs relative to the mean response per session and averaged across all participants. Time zero marks the onset of the 30-s long blocks containing either male or female faces shifted by 6 s to adjust the timing of the hemodynamic response. We found increased activity to face stimuli within all face-responsive regions. In contrast, BOLD activity relative to the session mean in the control regions (CG, CTR2-3) did not show responses that corresponded with either the onset or duration of visual presentation. OP showed little activity difference when blocks of faces and scrambled faces were compared, likely because the stimuli in these conditions had similar low-level properties such as luminance or brightness and the data shown in Figure 2 are relative to the session mean. Consistent with previous studies (Ng et al., 2006) , BOLD signals during the presentation of male and female faces were very similar in all ROIs (Figure 2) . To quantify this observation, we performed a control analysis with these univariate results (see below). Figure 3A shows the mean decoding accuracies, averaged across all 40 participants, for all face-responsive ROIs. Gender could be identified significantly better than chance from BOLD signals in all three regions of the core network: the highest accuracy was obtained from the IOG and the FG followed by the STS [FG: 55.2%, t(39) = 6.6, P < 0.001; IOG: 55.2%, t(39) = 6.5, P < 0.001; STS: 54.1%, t(31) = 4.9, P < 0.001]. In addition, gender-decoding from BOLD signals was significantly better than chance in three regions of the extended system: Activity patterns from the IFG, the insula and OFC showed above chance decoding of gender [INS: 53.5%, t(29) = 4, P < 0.01; IFG: 55.1%, t(34) = 5.7, P < 0.001; mOFC: 56%, t(25) = 7.1, P < 0.001]. In contrast, BOLD signals from the amygdala did not show above-chance classification of gender information [52.2%, t(21) = 2.7, n.s.]. An ANOVA revealed no significant differences within the seven face-responsive regions that showed above-chance gender-decoding [F(6,218) = 1.88, P = 0.084].
multIvarIate analyses
Data were evaluated collapsing across hemispheres, but it is well recognized that the ventral visual pathway shows a degree of functional asymmetry in its responses to faces (Kanwisher et al., 1997) . To evaluate any possible differences in hemispheric classification To evaluate the probability that successful gender classification was driven by over-fitting of arbitrary patterns of spatial correlations in the data that were independent of the gender of the faces, we carried out a shuffle-control test (Mur et al., 2009 ). We repeated the classification from all face-responsive ROIs, but this time with shuffled labels for the test examples. Figure 3B depicts the results of this shuffle-control analysis. Training the classifier using the same training sets but with shuffled labels for example vectors confirmed the distribution of classification accuracy expected under null hypothesis [FG: 49.9%, t(39) = −0.15, n.s., IOG: 50.7%, t(39) = 1.6, n.s., STS: 49.6%, t(31) = −1.1, n.s., INS: 50.3%, t(29) = 0.65, n.s., IFG:
CTR3. This analysis strengthened the main result with the IOG, FG, STS, INS, IFG, and mOFC all significantly different from this second null hypothesis. As before, the amygdala did not show a significantly different decoding result [FG: t(39) = 4.7, P < 0.01; IOG: t(39) = 4.6, P < 0.01; STS: t(31) = 3.6, P < 0.01.; INS: t(29) = 3.1, P < 0.05; IFG: t(34) = 4.6, P < 0.01; mOFC: t(25) = 5.2, P < 0.01; AMG: t(21) = 1, n.s.]. With the exception of the INS, the significance pattern of this analysis was identical when, instead of CTR2 and CTR3, we tested the mean of the distribution of classification accuracy in all control ROIs (including OP) as a secondary null hypothesis.
FIguRe 2 | Time courses of the mean BOLD signal changes from all ROIs in the core (top row) and extended (middle row) face-responsive and control ROIs (bottom row).
The y axis illustrates the percent signal change relative to the session mean, averaged over all 40 participants. The x axis depicts time in seconds. The gray bar indicates the duration of a 30-s stimulus block, shifted by 6 s to account for the hemodynamic delay. In comparison, control ROIs showed no increased activation in relation to the stimulus blocks. In all ROIs, the difference in response to male and female faces was insignificant (red vs. blue lines). 
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Gender and sexual orIentatIon
We then tested whether decoding the gender of face stimuli depended on the gender or sexual preference of the participants. Figure 4 displays the decoding results for each group (namely, heterosexual men, homosexual men, heterosexual women, and homosexual women). To test for differences between the groups, an ANOVA was performed for each ROI. However, even when uncorrected for multiple comparisons, all four groups of participants showed similar patterns of classification in all ROIs and results were 49.9%, t(34) = −0.24, n.s., mOFC: 49.7%, t(25) = −0.55, n.s., AMG: 50.1%, t(21) = 0.12, n.s.]. This control analysis strengthened the main findings, as it reconfirmed the validity of the result and the independence of the data used to obtain them. Mean BOLD signals during the presentation of male and female faces were qualitatively very similar in all ROIs (see Figure 2) . To quantify and compare individual differences in overall BOLD signal for blocks of male vs. female faces, we computed the mean BOLD within a given ROI (spatial mean of pattern information) for each volume, then repeated multivariate analysis with these one-voxelROIs. Figure 3C displays the result of this control analysis: No ROI showed significant, above-chance prediction based on the mean signal alone, suggesting that classification accuracy of the spatial pattern in any ROI is not due to univariate activity differences between blocks of male and female faces. [FG: 50.4%, t(39) = 0.79, FIguRe 3 | (A) Mean decoding performance for male vs. female faces in all ROIs. Regions of the core (FG, IOG, STS) and extended (INS, IFG, OFC) face network showed a significant (*P < 0.01) difference from chance performance in predicting the gender of the presented faces. In the amygdala, however, no significant gender classification performance was observed. (B) Control regions consisted of size-matched gray matter region in the cingulate gyrus, (CG), white matter (CTR2), gray matter in the parietal cortex (CTR3), and region around the occipital pole (OP). None of the control ROIs showed any above chance prediction (dark gray). Additionally, we performed a shuffle-control test (Mur et al., 2009 ) with randomly permuting labels for each set of test vectors in each cross-validation. Results of the permutation test were not significantly different from chance (medium gray). (C) Decoding analysis in all ROIs using the mean signal (one value per volume/ROI) instead of the pattern information within each ROI (light gray). Results were not significantly different from chance, suggesting that overall signal differences between blocks of male and female faces in individual participants cannot account for the decoding results. Decoding facial gender in the human brain Fairhall and Ishai, 2007) . We demonstrated that the mean BOLD signals averaged from these ROIs in response to viewing either male or female faces were indistinguishable (Figures 2 and 3C) , replicating previous work (Ino et al., 2010) . Nevertheless, using multivariate pattern analysis, we showed that the local spatial pattern of BOLD signals from the FG, IOG, STS, INS, IFG, and medial OFC contained sufficient information to decode the gender of face stimuli significantly above chance ( Figure 3A) . Using size-matched ROIs, we could not detect significant gender classification performance in the amygdala, neither in control ROIs in early visual cortex, white matter, parietal cortex and cingulate gyrus. We further confirmed the specificity of our classification analyses using a shuffle-control test (Mur et al., 2009 ). Finally, we did not find any variability in the ability to classify facial gender based on the demographics of the participants, namely, their gender and sexual orientation (Figure 4 and Appendix). Our findings indicate that (i) we could not detect gender-specific increases in mean levels of brain activity in any single area of the face network, and (ii) rather than localized to a single region, information about the gender of a face is represented in multiple face-responsive regions. Perception of faces elicits activation within a distributed cortical network that includes core and extended regions Ishai et al., 2005) . One study reported fMRI adaptation effects for facial gender and race outside the face network, namely in the not significantly different from chance in any ROI [group means in brackets (Heterosexual Men, Heterosexual Women, Homosexual Men, and Homosexual Women), IOG: n.s. (58.2, 53.9, 54.9, 53.6); FG: n.s. (58.2, 54, 55, 53.8); STS: n.s. (51.7, 53.8, 55.9, 54) ; INS: n.s. (53.1, 55.6, 51.3, 53.8); IFG: n.s. (56.8, 57.3, 54.4, 52 .2); mOFC: n.s. (55.7, 57.9, 55.5, 55 .2); AMG: n.s. (53.1, 52.5, 52.9, 51.6)]. For detailed statistical test values see Table A1 in Appendix.
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We also investigated whether the distribution of gender information in the face network varied according to the gender of participants (male vs. female participants), by gender-specific sexual preference (interested in men vs. interested in women), or by sexual orientation (hetero-vs. homosexual participants). We compared each pair of group-results within each ROI with a two-sample t-test (Bonferroni-corrected). As shown in Figure A2 in Appendix, we did not find significant differences for any group constellations in any ROI. For detailed statistical test values see Table A2 in Appendix.
dIscussIon
The goal of our study was to identify gender-specific patterns of activation in the human brain. Using data that were previously collected (Kranz and Ishai, 2006) while participants viewed or rated the attractiveness of male and female faces, we mapped face-responsive brain regions of the core (FG, IOG, and STS) and extended (AMG, INS, IFG, and OFC) systems of the face network (Ishai et al., 2005;  FIguRe 4 | Mean decoding performance as a function of the subject's sexual preference. The decoding profiles in each group were similar to the mean averaged across the 40 participants shown in Figure 3A . Testing for differences between the groups, an ANOVA conducted separately for each ROI, revealed no significant differences in any of these ROIs.
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Decoding facial gender in the human brain often classify a face as a face and determine its gender (e.g., Rossion et al., 2003) . Taken collectively, it seems that multiple aspects of face perception, including gender discrimination, depend on integration of information across cortical regions. Previous studies suggested that, across multiple sensory modalities, the amygdala is reactive to very simple cues of threat or danger (Wright et al., 2002; Vuilleumier et al., 2003; Whalen et al., 2004) . It is perhaps not surprising that we did not observe above-chance gender-decoding in the amygdala. As gender discrimination may not be essential for the detection of threat or danger, it is reasonable to conclude that gender-specific information is represented in the amygdala to a lesser degree than in other regions of the face network. It is important to note that given the resolution of the fMRI technique, the potential presence of gender-specific information at the level of single neurons cannot be ruled out.
Event-related potential (ERP) studies suggest that genderspecific processing might occur as early as 45-85 ms after the presentation of faces as part of coarse visual categorization and boosted around 200 ms by attention-based gender categorization (Mouchetant-Rostaing et al., 2000) . As source localization was not reported in this study, it is not possible to determine whether the cortical generators of the ERP effects correspond to any of the cortical loci we identified as encoding facial gender. Although the temporal limitation of fMRI data acquisition prevents us from effectively comparing the two studies, we cannot exclude the possibility that our gender-decoding findings within the face network were influenced by top-down feedback loops affecting the BOLD signal during the duration of a stimulus block.
In sum, in the present study, we maximized sensitivity to detect gender-specific differences within regions of the core and extended face network by defining spherical, size-matched ROIs based on the individual's functional anatomy. Notably, this approach is different from multivariate analyses using a "searchlight" (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) and from conventional whole-brain analyses that average brain activity across many participants. Despite the relatively low temporal and spatial resolution of our fMRI data, the large number of subjects (n = 40) and our individual ROI-approach were advantageous. Future studies will determine whether higher spatial resolution data acquisition sequences would enable greater classification accuracies in individual participants. For example, a recent study used multivoxel pattern analysis to compare the intensity of emotions perceived from face movements, body movements, or vocal intonations. Interestingly, supramodal representations of emotions were found in the STS and medial prefrontal cortex, suggesting that emotions are perceived at an abstract, modalityindependent level (Peelen et al., 2010) . Consistent with our findings, this study indicates that multivariate analysis is a complementary tool that can be used to understand how information is represented in multiple regions in the human brain. cingulate gyrus (Ng et al., 2006) . We therefore probed an anatomically defined cingulate gyrus ROI, but did not find any significant gender-specific activation with conventional univariate analysis, or any decoding results that were significantly different from chance with multivariate pattern analysis. As Ng et al. (2006) indicated, spatial correlation of gender-specific adaptation effects and evoked activity during the face localizer were low in their study.
We evaluated whether facial gender could be predicted from patterns of activity in early visual cortex. While we recognize the advantages of defining early visual areas with retinotopic mapping, due to the lack of retinotopy functional scans in the current study, which was originally designed to test whether face perception was modulated by sexual preference (Kranz and Ishai, 2006) , we defined the visual cortex anatomically based on the location of the calcarine sulcus/OP. In a size-matched ROI, classification performance did not significantly differ from chance, but trended toward significance (Figure 3) . After increasing the size of the OP-ROI, decoding accuracy of facial gender classification from areas around the OP slightly increased and reached statistical significance. Given the large visual variance of face stimuli used in the study, these results suggest the BOLD signal in early visual cortex is likely influenced by low-level stimulus properties and/or top-down feedback loops. Biologically, it seems likely that some gender-specific features (e.g., hair-length, forehead size) are processed in earlier visual areas, posterior to the IOG and FG, and, thus, might be present in the pattern information sampled from around the calcarine sulcus. Our results suggest that although information about the gender of a face is distributed in multiple regions of the face network, gender discrimination may partially depend on low-level visual features.
The lateral FG plays a dominant role within the face network, as indicated by consistent and replicable patterns of activation within this region, irrespective of face formats, tasks, and experimental conditions (Kanwisher et al., 1997; Ishai et al., 2000; Grill-Spector et al., 2004; Kranz and Ishai, 2006) . Analysis of effective connectivity has recently revealed that the FG is a major node in the face network (Fairhall and Ishai, 2007) . As the FG provides the major causal input into the extended system, which processes emotional and social aspects of face stimuli, and given its pivotal role in face recognition, one might assume that gender-specific information is represented in the FG. Our results, however, suggest that information about facial gender is not represented in one region, but is distributed across multiple face-responsive regions.
Discriminating the gender of face stimuli is an automatic and effortless task. Our results suggest that information about facial gender is represented in almost all regions of the face network. Given the evolutionary importance of gender information and its fundamental nature in face processing, it is plausible that there is no "gender-detection region" in the human brain, but rather, gender information is a distributed attribute. Future studies will determine whether our results are carried by redundant calculations in each ROI or by information being fed forward and/or backward between regions. Support for a distributed representation of gender comes from prosopagnosic patients who, despite their profound inability to recognize faces, exhibit normal patterns of activation in the FG (Hasson et al., 2003; Rossion et al., 2003) , suggesting that activation in the FG alone is insufficient for face recognition. Furthermore, it seems that despite their FG lesions, prosopagnosic patients can In five of the eight runs in the original study subjects rated facial attractiveness, whereas in the other three runs they were looking at the face stimuli ("face viewing"). To control for the effects of task demands, we re-analyzed the data for each task separately. However, due to the reduced power (5/8 and 3/8 runs, respectively), results of these supplemental analyses should be considered with care. Also, in both tasks, gender discrimination was implicit. As shown in Figure A1 , classification accuracies during attractiveness rating principally replicated the main analysis. We also repeated classification analysis for the three face viewing runs. With only three independent runs, classification can only be learned on two runs and tested on the third. Two sessions, however, do not offer a rich enough dataset for the SLR-classifier to allow classification and the decoding results were not significant [FG: 51.7%, t(38) = 2.2, P = 0.03; IOG: 50.5%, t(38) = 0.78, P = n.s.; STS: 50.8%, t(30) = 0.98, P = n.s.; INS: 51.3%, t(28) = 1.3, P = n.s.; IFG: 50.8%, t(33) = 0.86, P = n.s.; mOFC: 50.7%, t(25) = 0.82, P = n.s.; AMG: 49.9%, t(21) = −0.11, P = n.s.]. These results are not Bonferroni corrected.
effects of Gender and sexual orIentatIon
We then tested whether we could detect any differences in gender-decoding as a function of the subject's gender (all men vs. all women), sexual preference (men and women interested in men vs. men and women interested in women) and sexual orientation (heterosexual men and women vs. homosexual men and women). The results are shown in Figure A2 . FIguRe A2 | Decoding performance in different sub-groups of participants. Top: male and female participants. Middle: participants interested in men and participants interested in women. Bottom: hetero-and homosexual participants. Overall differences in decoding performance between subgroups were tested with separate Student's t-tests for each ROI and constellation of groups. However, no significant differences were revealed after correcting for multiple comparisons (see Table A2 ). 
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